LESSON 6

TEACHING MODEL

Evaluating Print Sources

The title page tells the title, the author, and, in some cases, the publisher.

Another page may list additional books by the same author.

The copyright page tells year of publication, address of publisher, and, here, the author’s credentials.

A dedication page may be included.

The Table of Contents states the topics covered.

The Foreword usually states the book’s purpose.

“In a Plains Village” is a text page from within the source.

The back cover may feature blurbs, or excerpts from reviews.
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In a Plains Village

Not all Plains Indians lived the same way. In fact, there were two main types of Plains villages. Nomadic tribes, such as the Blackfeet, Crow, and Kiowa, lived in temporary villages of tipis as they followed bison herds. Farming tribes, such as the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Pawnee, lived in permanent villages of earth lodges.

The Plains Indians
Buskirk is a leading expert on the subject.

—Henry Nitto, director, Plains Indian Museum

The Plains Indians is the most authoritative book available.

—Dr. Lotta Keave, Professor of U.S. History, Dartmouth College

Foreword

This book provides an overview of the people of the Plains from 1700–1900. It aims to describe the nations who lived on America’s Great Plains, including information on hunting, housing, and